
 
 

 
 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF A STAGED 

MUTUALLY PROFITABLE COOPERATION 

1. Use of an advertising inscription on the sold goods and services: «SPECIAL 

OFFER ! Take part in a project «SEE BAIKAL»!!! Find your locality on our website or 

the website of the marketing partners of the project and find out the details of participating 

in the loyalty program with the opportunity to become a winner and win gift certificates 

for the project. ”  

Explanation: «SEE BAIKAL» is a part of the Project  planned to be financed by 

Project partners up to 30 % of the tour product cost with its 70 % subsidy as part of an 

environmental project and applying this as marketing budget to motivate end consumer 

and promote the touristic destination with weekly passenger traffic of 2,000 people with 

the  possibility of organizing direct charter service with virtually any country, with Project 

partners` presentations and increasing any other interest. 

This is one of the possible variants of what it may look like: 

A) The consumer of goods and services under the SAVE BAIKAL project is given 

the opportunity to register on the website and receive a certain percentage (cashback) of 

the total cost of gift certificates “See Baikal”, “Visit the TV project”, “Become a tour 

participant with your idol” and other programs, in the form of 0.1%, 0.2%, etc., depending 

on the amount of the check, where according to the results of accumulating 100% of the 

cost of the  voucher, he has the right, at his discretion, to use this product or to give it to 

anyone. 

B) An agreed delivery of products of consumer goods on the Baikal theme (“Save 

(see) Baikal”) amounting to 10 million rubles is being made. The average profitability 

(rentability) of the manufacturer in this group of goods reaches approximately 20% -30%. 

We discuss and agree in advance the margin of the sales partner, where instead of the 

usual 30%, we bargain 10% and lower, since on dumping, the possible sale of these 

products significantly increases sales through this partner, at the same time SPECIAL 

OFFER  increases motivation of consumers to the benefit of the retailer, which in its turn 

leads to an increase in the amount of the check, traffic  and for the lost profit, the resulting 

difference of 20% -30% (2 million rubles - 3 million rubles), we form the marketing 

budget, which the manufacturer provides to the sales partner in the form of gift certificates 

."See Baikal", “Visit TV projects”, "Become a tour participant with your idol" etc. 



 
 

 
 

Due to reasons given above, the Project manufacturing partner obtains these 

certificates at a price approximately three times lower their average market price. Thus, a 

partner spends about 6 to 9 % (600,000 – 900,000 rubles) of his income of 20 – 30 % 

(2,000,000 - 3,000,000 rubles), and the rest of the sum is subsidized. A retailer, in its turn, 

gets an opportunity to use the certificates for his loyalty program as an additional 

motivation for his customers in order to increase traffic and check amount. This PR 

campaign with a focus on Baikal theme, ranging from consumer goods to touristic 

orientation etc., has been preliminarily approved  by managers and market researchers of 

many Project partners. In the tourist sector , at the first stage, charter flights are planned 

from Moscow on Fridays and Saturdays at 23:00, where the same plane plans to return the 

previous flow of tourists, and in case the necessary number  from other cities of the 

Russian Federation and from neighboring countries and especially far abroad is reached, 

then  a similar direct air communication with them becomes possible. The project’s call 

center individually with each tourist, volunteer, of any nationality and language, in 

advance, approximately six months before the trip, works out and enters in documents  the 

selected period, schedule, and route of visiting possible leisure destinations. After that 

groups are formed by the interests, age, marital status, etc. For a presentation for 

marketing purposes, this tourist product, 100% not available for sale even in the local 

market, will be constantly updated and provided to project participants, manufacturers and 

their partners. A significant increase in the subsidized budgets of marketing support for the 

project was agreed that according to previously held negotiation campaigns causes  a 

significant interest and demand. 

2. Use of an advertising inscription on the goods and services on sale: “SPECIAL 

OFFER !!! X rubles or X% of the profits go to the Save Baikal Project. 

Explanation: in the framework of this area, the launch of the Save/See Baikal Project 

is being developed . It is created and financed with the cash  inflow from the partners of 

the Project as well as voluntary donations. This may be presented  with marketing 

purposes ( product, information about the company, volume of cash inflows etc.). 

As an additional motivation for end consumer, a marketing move is offered in the 

form of an advertising and motivational inscription on the easy-to-sell goods and services. 

For example, so many rubles from each item sold or such and such a percentage of the 

profit goes to the Save  Baikal project. These funds are used for partial or full 



 
 

 
 

compensation of food, accommodation, logistics and other expenses of volunteering on 

Lake Baikal. 

Any willing volunteer can participate in saving nature on the territory of Lake Baikal, 

as well as compete for a full or partial compensation of his/her expenditures and for a 

reward,  simply by submitting an application form, where the volunteer specifies the price 

and other possible interests for the fund. One of the desired terms of participation is the 

availability of photo and video reports of one’s participation in the environmental 

campaign for saving the unique nature of Baikal, planting trees, cleaning land sites, etc. 

published in “before and after” format in social networks in the Internet. Additionally a 

mutual advertising is possible for publication in all social networks etc. Thus, enhancing 

motivation and additional competition, there is a positive trend, where volunteer activists, 

competing among themselves, cheapening their proposals and fighting for a trip to Lake 

Baikal, add to the project’s popularization. For  cost-cutting of the logistics in this 

direction, combining it with a touristic flow of "See Baikal` is possible. 

Due to the volunteer movement, the environmental direction, the opportunity to earn 

money and much more, the project partners plan to develop, popularize the fund, 

maximize the audience, number of subscribers, attract their own and / or partner blogging 

teams. Further, with economic feasibility, it is planned to effectively combine sales and 

the brand’s issue on the Baikal theme (“Save (see) Baikal”) to regional, federal and larger-

scale advertising. The question has been discussed with Russian TV Production. 

Preliminary agreement in principle has been reached for possible cooperation and starting 

filming a weekly (monthly) TV-program on Baikal theme. TV Production team works on 

a similar touristic proposal on visiting television projects , taking part in a tour with a 

celebrity. The negotiations also include a possibility of celebrities visiting the Project for 

filming, travel, recreation and meeting the winners of  gift certificates from Russia, 

neighboring countries and especially far abroad countries. 

 


